Vatican synod closes with address by pope

Associated Press

VATICAN CITY - Pope John Paul II, declaring that the Roman Catholic Church "truly desires to be the church in the modern world," closed yesterday an extraordinary synod of bishops called to assess the Second Vatican Council.

In a Mass be consecrated with synod participants and other prelates in St. Peter's Basilica, the pontiff asserted that the church should also be like the early church of the Apostles.

"At the end of the second millennium after Christ, the church earnestly desires only one thing: to be the same church that was born of the Holy Spirit," he said in his homily, delivered in Italian.

The 65-year-old pope, who attended nearly every session of the two-week assembly of 165 bishops, appeared tired and his voice became raspy. He said the synod accomplished the goal set it out to achieve: "celebrate, verify and promote the council."

"As we come out of the synod, we wish to intensify our pastoral efforts to ensure that the Second Vatican Council is more widely and more thoroughly known," he said. "To ensure that the reasons and directives that the council left us are assimilated into the very heart of all the members of the people of God and translated into the way they live, with consistency and love."

The pope noted that he was speaking on the Feast of the Immaculate Conception, exactly 20 years after the council closed after holding four sessions starting in 1962.

Vatican II fashioned far-reaching reforms, taking a more accepting attitude toward modernity and recasting the church's image from an unchangeable monolith to an institution ready to modernize.

"At the end of the second millennium the church truly desires to be the church in the modern world, she desires with her all strength to serve, so that human life on Earth may be evermore worthy of man," the pope said.

The admittedly conservative group, which is seeking the help of students to report professors who "tarnish an entire course after (their) ideological obsessions and theories," has been attacked by college and university professors around the country, according to Matthew Scully, current editor of the AIA's new tabloid.

Accuracy in Academia an attempt 'to improve' classroom instruction

Editor's note: This is the first of a two-part series examining Accuracy in Academia, a group whose aim is to employ the help of students in eliminating professors' biases from college classrooms. Today's story focuses on the group itself.

By MARK PANKOWSKI
Assistant News Editor

Accuracy in Academia is based on two premises: first, that professors are 'arrogant' and biased; and second, that students who are taught by these professors are 'frightened.'

According to a New York Times editorial, however, its purpose "looks more like political intimidation."

Whatever its purpose, one thing is clear. The AIA has not gone unnoticed, especially in the academic world.

The admittedly conservative group, which is seeking the help of students to report professors who "tarnish an entire course after (their) ideological obsessions and theories," has been attacked by college and university professors around the country, according to Matthew Scully, current editor of the AIA's new tabloid.

Professors have accused the donor-supported organization of censorship and infringing on their academic freedoms. These charges are unfounded, said Scully.

"These guys (professors) are accustomed to words of criticism. They inhabit a very warm, protected environment," Scully said. "Criticism is so strange to them that they mistake criticism for censorship."

A big snowball - page 7
Beware of the Christmas spirit on automatic pilot

Mary Healy
Accent Editor

The rituals of Christmas for most of us, they run like a well-oiled machine. There is much time to think about them. As soon as all those ends of the semester paper and projects are in, it's time to send the Christmas cards out. Before the cards are out, it's time to decorate for your hall SYL. Finals loom on the horizon, and before you can catch your breath, you are in the midst of humanity crowding the shopping malls. In between wrapping presents for a multitude of relatives and friends you attended assorted Christmas parties. At home, there is a rare to iron, ausus and uncles to greet, and stockings to hang.

By the time it's all over, it seems like Christmas has gotten lost in the shuffle. You've gone through all the motions, but somewhere, somehow, the point was missed. This depersonalization and despiritualization of Christmas is symbolized by the shortened form of its name, Xmas.

"I'm a person who enjoys the holiday spirit, and I'm prohibited from enjoying the holiday spirit because of all this work I have to do. It's just miserable," moaned one student.

When you wake up one morning and suddenly discover that it's January and that somehow another December slipped by while you blinked, then you know you have become another victim of the growing syndrome: Christmas on automatic pilot.

For many, it's easy to see the syndrome as just another consequence of the madhouse of having to take last exams right in the middle of the Christmas holiday.

But it isn't that simple. Just ask a parent who gets maybe two days off for Christmas (if they're lucky) and has to spend them looking for Masters of the Universe or Rainbow Brite dolls for their kids, stuffing stockings and hosting a turkey dinner.

There is so much to do that there is hardly anything left to do. Peace and joy have to take a back seat to shopping, wrapping, cooking and cleaning.

The automatic pilot syndrome doesn't just begin and end with Christmas. It's just more conspicuous at a time that is supposed to be filled with merriment.

It's so easy to go through life from one day to another, getting one thing done just so you can move on to the next, never stepping back to observe your surroundings and admire the beauty around you.

But as Ebenezer Scrooge or the Grinch could tell you, Christmas is a time for a change of heart. It's a good time to wake up and look at where you're going. It's an ideal time to renew old friendships and appreciate things that take for granted all year.

There are dozens of ways to step outside the Christmas routine. Instead of getting caught up in the holiday rush, consider contributing a turkey dinner to a needy family, or buying presents for kids who don't often receive gifts. Ask the post office about its program for answering letters little kids write to Santa Claus, or even be a volunteer Santa Claus for a day. Help out a nursing home or sit with Christmas party goers calling in a run down neighborhood.

Closer to home, there's no better time than Christmas to tell a younger brother how much you appreciate him, or leave a little present for your down maid. Midnight Mass on Christmas Eve is also a beautiful reminder of what Christmas is all about.

The rock stars who put together the Feed the World album last Christmas are a prime example of how worthwhile it is to find something more in the holiday season.

Every step away from the routine and toward the heart of the holiday is one step away from that automatic pilot cycle.

As the sign in front of the Knights of Columbus building says, "Keep Christ in Christmas."" Do-who-fores, do-who-doers

Welcome Christmas, come our way Do-who-fores, do-who-doers

Welcome Christmas, Christmas day Christmas day is in our grasp So come as we say do-who-fores, do-who-doers

Welcome Christmas while we can Heart to heart and hand to hand "How the Grinch stole Christmas"

How you live may save your life.

The Observer
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No Appointments — Just Walk In!

The Observer presents
A Christmas Curl
Featuring
Day Into Night Perm
25.99

PLUS RECEIVE FREE REDKEN PRODUCTS TO MAINTAIN YOUR NEW PERM! The Day Into Night perm by Redken will add beautiful body and bounce to your hair. Holiday handedout will take you from casual to elegant in minutes! With the purchase of this perm, in a special Christmas gift, we will include sample none of New York Rhapsody and Final Phase Conditioner — products specially created by Redken for your hair! The Observer is one of The Associated Press. All reproduction rights are reserved.
Reagan tax overhaul may end in House vote

Associated Press

WASHINGTON - Thanks to an enthusiastic public and a skeptical Congress, President Reagan is perilously close to losing the tax-overhaul plan that just six months ago he hailed as the spark that would set off a second American revolution.

Without some monumental arm-twisting by the president, say leaders of Congress, the House just might reject the bill when it comes to a final vote this week. That probably would kill any chance of major tax changes before 1987.

But in his weekly radio address on Saturday, Reagan signaled a determined effort to keep his bill alive.

He urged the House to pass an amended version of his tax-proposal written by Democrats on the House Ways and Means Committee.

"While the proposals before the House are far from perfect, they do represent an essential step toward a tax code that is fairer, simpler and encourages growth," Reagan said. "I hope the House will vote yes and allow the Senate to consider debate and to improve an important measure."

The House also is scheduled to vote on a substitute tax plan put together by the Republican leadership.

The congressional bills follow the broad outlines of Reagan's proposal: either cut taxes for most individuals, raise them for most corporations, or share some of the multimillions and giant corporations that have been able to dodge the tax collector, and shift millions of lower-income Americans off the income-tax rolls altogether.

Delivering the Democrats' response to Reagan's radio address, Senate Finance Chairman Representative Dan Rostenkowski, D-Ill., said the bill "carries more tax reform and more tax fairness than any bill in our history.

"What has not changed over the last eight months is the president's determination to move a reform bill through the House this year, nor has mine."

In his original proposal, Reagan recommended that a significant share of the total tax burden be shifted to corporations, chiefly by repealing the 10 percent invest­ment tax credit and by scaling back deductions allowed for depreciation of machinery and buildings.

Guatemalans able to participate in elections; first in over 30 years

GUATEMALA CITY - Guatemalans voted yesterday for a civilian presidential candidate who had been barred from participating in the last eight elections.

Juarez Molina, a small but determined leftist candidate, is running under the banner of the Alliance to Restore Democracy.

The head of the Supreme Court, who has declared the election illegal, warned in a televised statement that the alliance would be making a "vanity" run.

The government has put approximately 20,000 soldiers on the streets to prevent the voting, and the alliance has said it will not cooperate with an effort to bring the election to the Constitutional Court.

The government has promised to hold a repeat election in 1986 if it loses this one.

Guatemala has been ruled by a succession of military-dominated governments since 1954 coup backed by the CIA toppled the left-leaning administration of Jacobo Arbenz.

Guatemala is in the midst of its worst economic crisis in 50 years, with inflation running at more than 50 percent a year and about 45 percent of the work force either out of work or underemployed.

As the country's economic problems deepened over the past five years, the military became more emboldened about turning the government over to civilian and economic reconstruction.

The government may have been forced to make the decision because it still has to pay salaries and other expenses when the government was owed or unemployeed.

The military has been turned to corporate and other forms of investment.

It was that record that prompted then-President Jimmy Carter to withdraw all U.S. military aid in 1977.

Economic aid also was negligible until this year, when it leaped to $201.5 million from $31.1 million in 1984.

More than two decades of war against a small but determined leftist insurgency has left the country an economic toll and left the country with a dismal human rights record.
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If Elizabeth Barrett and Robert Browning had AT&T's 60% and 40% discounts, it would have been a terrible loss for English literature.

And of course, she wouldn't have had to restrict her feelings to a mere sonnet's length, either.

After all, you can always think of one more way to tell someone you love them when you're on the phone.

Let us count the ways you can save. Just call weekends till 5pm Sundays, or from 11pm to 8am, Sunday through Friday, and you'll save 60% off AT&T's Day Rate on your state-to-state calls.

Call between 5pm and 11pm, Sunday through Friday, and you'll save 40% on your state-to-state calls.

So when you're asked to choose a long distance company, choose AT&T. Because with AT&T's 60% and 40% discounts, you can satisfy your heart's desire without exhausting your means.

Reach out and touch someone.

AT&T
The right choice.
GENEVA -  OEPC ministers agreed in principle yesterday to stop trying to prop up petroleum prices and instead seek a stable share of the world market, a senior Ecuadorian official said.

The decision, if approved at a final session today, could speed the decline in oil prices that many analysts are predicting for early 1986. It also would signal a major shift in tactics by the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries.

AIA's next report, which has been requested by members, will have a paid and unpaid section. Although the AIA once considered it, the organization does not pay students to take a certain class, said Scully. "It wasn't necessary," he said.

Scully also said the AIA has not contacted any campus groups. However, the chairman of Notre Dame's College Republicans, Jim Adrian, said he had received "a standard form letter" from the AIA and its first report.

So far, Scully said, the student governments of two universities have passed "consulting measures" against the AIA.

The Observer needs copy editors for next semester.

The Observer
209-8300

PREPARE FOR THE EARLY BIRD
APR. 19 MCAT
CLASSES STARTING SOON

An exciting starting salary with a chance to earn up to as much as $83,100 after four years with regular promotions and increases. Even more with bonuses.

After four years of college, you'll be on your way. Get there fast at the Navy. Navy recruiters call 800-587-NAVY.
One needs knowledge of justice to practice it

Jane Harless
justice and human rights

It is no secret that Gopher football was in very poor shape back in 1985. It was then and that December to a program in stumbles. The first question we could have asked was: "Why would Lou come back?" Instead, we were just grateful to know that he would be there with us.

Jane Harless is a senior English major and the coordinator of communications for the Justice Committee at Saint Mary's.

Minnesota fan wishes Holtz the best of luck at ND

If football were life, you could consider this a June 23 scene from Lou Holtz's last "steady." This would constitute the feelings of the one he left behind, the one who quoted for another. This somewhat personal, biased note would tell you our life together, and how Holtz left us. For Holtz had a relationship with every student, athlete and citizen of the state of Minnesota.

Howard Alan Sigal
guest column

So far, we have experienced but different ways and forms. We ask where the justice is when an athlete is injured and the justice is when the 6:50 shuttle leaves at 5:55 p.m. We scream for justice when we hear of South being gassing off in northern Ireland and El Salvador, and scream for justice when we get a "C" on a test we stayed in and studied five hours for.

We complain of injustice when our questions are not answered or our request have not been met. We had the same injustice is sometimes real and have existed in our lives and various dimensions.

What is your definition of justice? The question was asked to various Saint Mary's and Notre Dame students. These are some of the replies: (It is only the names that are withheld).

"It is all that is fair." "An attempt at truth." "The art of insuring equality to all individuals." "Justice is something all humanity encounters. Woodrow Wilson claimed in one of his speeches, "Justice has nothing to do with expediency. Justice has nothing to do with any temporary standard whatever. It is something grundge which is used widely. Justice is something we all understand."

Knowledge is produced in response to questions. So ask yourself the question. What is my definition of justice, and what is my obligation to accomplish it in my society?

Minneapolis Star Tribune

P.O. Box Q

South Bend community owes Richardson much

Dear Editor:

Some of those who happened to be nearby January 9, 1985, were Richard L. Richardson, a 1965 graduate of the University of Minnesota, and a 1984 graduate of the University of Minnesota Law School, courtesy of the law school newspaper, Quaver. He had no idea how to diagram an option play, but he knows when he sees it.
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Frederick C. Hare

P.O. Box Q

Freedom of professors should not be hindered

Dear Editor:

I would like to thank Assistant News Editor Jane Kravcik for making the Notre Dame community aware of the threat that the organization Accuracy in Academia poses to America's freedom of speech.

Though the group claims to be "working to a contingency of America as a whole," the students who are so closed-minded as to find the teachings of left-of-center instructors offensive should withdraw from the classes in question. When many instructors are prevented from discussing another view that may be contrary to their actual beliefs there is a danger that schools of thought is an essential component of any true education.

André A. Clemency

Doonesbury

Quote of the day

"You may give gifts without caring - but you can't care without giving."

Frank A. Clark
With this article by Retting on Halley's Comet, we initiate a series on a subject of interest for readers of The Observer. Each article will be on a different scientific topic, and it is important that the topic will change from one issue to the next and in the sense that the authors will attempt to display how our understanding of the subject is different today from what it was yesterday. "Something Different" is simply another way of saying "research" and in this series, scientists at Notre Dame who are contributing to these fields will be highlighted.

"Something Different for this series," these professional historians of the subject will tell us about their courses in astronomy, courses, Descriptive Astronomy (as in the case of the author), and others. There is no uniformity in the way in which these courses are offered at many universities, but we can be assured that the subjects will be covered. In this case, a course in astronomy at the University of Illinois was selected because it is a popular course there. In addition to the course, Concepts in Modern Science.

Professor John Kozak

Professor John Kozak is assistant dean of the College of Science at the University of Illinois and is engaged in the work of the course. Concepts in Modern Science.

Why such a fuss over a comet that's been around since the Chinese first noted its presence in 1652? This comet has been called "the comet of the ages," and has been observed by astronomers for centuries. Its greatest spectacle was seen in 1910, when it was visible to the naked eye for several nights. Today, Halley's Comet is expected to reach its closest approach to the sun in 2061.

The solar radiation produces heating of the outer layers of a comet and the subsequent evaporation forms a large coma surrounding the nucleus. The coma grows as a result of the gradual evaporation of water and other volatile ices, which have been present in the nucleus since its formation billions of years ago. The solar wind also plays a role in shaping the coma and tail of the comet.

The coma of Halley's Comet is composed of water vapor, carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, and other ices, as well as dust particles, which are swept into the coma by the solar wind. The coma may be several thousand kilometers in diameter and may contain billions of tons of material. The coma becomes brighter as it moves closer to the sun, due to the increased heating and evaporation of its ices.

The tail of a comet, on the other hand, is composed of ionized gas (the plasma tail) and dust particles (the dust tail). The plasma tail is produced by the solar wind interacting with the coma, while the dust tail forms as the comet moves closer to the sun and the solar wind pushes the dust out of the comet's orbit.

Halley's Comet is especially interesting because it is one of the few comets that are visible to the naked eye. It has been observed by humans for centuries, and its return was eagerly awaited. The comet's periodicity means that it returns to the inner solar system every 75 years, and its next apparition is expected in 2061.

Viewpoint
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Catch the comet

Anyone wishing to view Halley's Comet may do so at The Observatory located on the corner of Main and Fifth Streets, the fourth floor of the Nieuwland Science Hall.

Visiting hours are from 7 p.m. to 11 p.m. Tuesday through Thursday.

During the stated times, an assistant is available to help you to view the comet. Please be patient as the staff is best for the staff to deal with visitors.

The clearer the night, the better the view of the comet.
50 years ago today: FDR visits Notre Dame

SARAH HAMILTON
editor-in-chief

It was a day to mark on your calendar, reported Scholastic. "For one day in a long time the weather was right." The temperature was 50°F, and it was sunny. For those who were lucky enough to be there, it was a day to remember.

The date was Dec. 9, 1935. Notre Dame had declared it Philippine Day to commemorate 400 years of Catholicism in the Philippines and in honor of the recent inauguration of their new president. To celebrate the occasion, the United States' 32nd president visited Notre Dame to receive an honorary doctor of laws degree.

What had started out as a faculty convocation had grown into a city-wide celebration, the first official presidential visit to Notre Dame.

Afternoon classes had been canceled at Notre Dame in lieu of the 2:30 convocation. Anyone not attending the event in the fieldhouse probably spent the time before it warming up his radio. Not only was the local radio station, WSBT, broadcasting the assembly, but so were the Columbia Broadcasting System and the National Broadcasting Company.

The fieldhouse was filled to capacity. Underclassmen clambered in the side bleachers, while distinguished guests such as India's Governor Paul McNutt, Postmaster General James E. Farley, Governor Harry Moore of Illinois and the consuls of Latvia and Costa Rica sat in the basketball court. After a colorful academic procession including the University faculty, graduate students and seniors, the session was started. Roosevelt's entrance

As the president's car drove around the campus, in front of Sacred Heart, past the Administration Building, to the back of the fieldhouse, it must have seemed extraordinarily quiet, as most of the University was inside the gymnasium anticipating Roosevelt's arrival.

The University Band was the first group to officially welcome Roosevelt to the University of Our Lady by playing "Hail to the Chief" and "The Star-Spangled Banner."

Next, University President John O'Hara announced the purpose of that day's convocation. He broke from his scheduled speech, however, to greet the Notre Dame Club of Manila, the members of which were listening to the broadcast at 2:30 a.m. with Philippine President Quezon as their guest.

Besides Roosevelt, Notre Dame also bestowed an honorary degree upon Carlos Romulo, a Filipino statesman, journalist and educator.

"No Mas Amor," in Spanish, was the title of the speech Roosevelt delivered. He acknowledged the need for human rights encouraged by religion. He received such a standing ovation, as Scholastic reported, that "it was only by his own signal that the din finally dissipated completely.

As for Notre Dame, Dr. Fredrick J. Schmitt, president of the university, was present at the ceremony. He later reported that the ceremony was a success.

What had started out as a faculty convocation had grown into a city-wide celebration, the first official presidential visit to Notre Dame.

The site of the Notre Dame Fieldhouse where varsity and intramural athletes shook down the thunder for seventy years.

President Franklin D. Roosevelt addressed a special University convocation in the Fieldhouse December 9, 1935.

The building was razed in 1983.

A plaque marks the site where the Notre Dame Fieldhouse used to be located. Exactly 50 years ago today, President Franklin D. Roosevelt received an honorary doctor of law degree during a special convocation held inside the fieldhouse. Roosevelt's visit to Notre Dame was the first ever by an American president.
ND law students help bring order to the court on campus

The Campus Legal Services Division at Notre Dame helps students, faculty, and staff through a legal aid program. Credit: The Observer/Brady Smith

KATHY MARTIN
features staff writer

have you ever thought about taking someone to court for that broken stereo, missing case of beer or favorite sweater which a good friend has "borrowed" without telling you? Well, Notre Dame's Legal Aid and Defender Association could be the strong arm of the law you need.

In its 22nd year, the program provides clinical education and legal assistance to students, eligible faculty and staff members, as well as various communities in Indiana and Michigan. As an integral part of the Notre Dame Law School, the association also provides an opportunity for law students to develop a sense of ethical responsibility through clinical and courtroom experience.

The civil cases handled by the legal service usually are of a more serious nature, ranging from disputes between landlords and tenants to domestic violence. Only the county prosecutor's office can handle criminal cases.

There are several divisions of the Legal Aid and Defender Association. The on-campus services consist of Campus Legal Services, the Domestic Violence Division, the Federal Courts Program, and Post Conviction Remedies. Off-campus divisions give law students the additional experience of working on both civil and criminal cases with county prosecutors, public defenders and legal aid services in nearby communities.

Approximately 40 law students are involved with the program this year. They work with Campus Legal Services, according to Harold Wilson, co-executive director of the program, and Fred Wiedmann, co-director of Campus Legal Services. Most positions are not paid, with the exception of eight intern slots covered by a federal grant in the Domestic Violence Division and those law students who qualify for federal work-study benefits. Most students participate for credits in a legal aid course and may earn up to four semester hours of credit over two semesters. The requirement for each semester hour of credit is 60 hours of field work, but the time commitment often exceeds this minimum.

"Most volunteer their services just for the experience," said Wilson and Wiedmann. "The law students can tell clients exactly what the law is on a particular point when they are confused. The program can advise both parties in a dispute of their rights under the law, and the parties usually come to an agreement themselves and negotiate out of court."

How does one go about obtaining this legal advice? The Campus Legal Services Division (CLS) deals with civil legal problems encountered by Notre Dame and Saint Mary's. The Legal Aid and Defender Program is popular among students with disputes with their landlords, especially during the first three or four weeks of school. These disputes usually address problems like security and damage deposits.

The Legal Aid and Defender Association is successful because it builds both the law intern as well as the students, faculty and staff of Notre Dame and Saint Mary's. The interns can develop their interviewing, negotiating and advocacy skills with real clients and cases. The interns gain free legal aid and an awareness of their civil rights under the law.

So the next time your landlord, rector or roommate threatens to see you in court, be aware that Notre Dame's strong arm of the law is listed in the directory under "Law School."

ND law students help bring order to the court on campus

I don't know nothing
Nothin' at all
Finest Math
Is not my call

I'd rather sleep
Or play with snow
But oh that wind!
Shriek, shriek, blow

The wind is loud
And cold as ice
I wish I was in Miami

But I shan't complain
No, no, not me
I'm right here where I want to be

Right near South Bend
A jumping' place
A hubbub of The human race

Where corn grows tall
And Hoosiers crawl
'Midst mostly clouds Of ethanal

But it's Christmas now
So I'll shut up
And start to think

You believe in elves And Santa, too
But flying reindeer
Just won't do

Notre Dame law students Lawrence Thomas (left) and Glenn Guarnovszky (right) are two of the participants in the Legal Aid and Defender Association program. The program offers legal aid to qualified clients.

Christmas rhymes apt for times

Kris Murphy

Altered

W elcome to the Holiday Season at Notre Dame. Throw that snow! Buy those gifts! But do that party! Stay at home! Kick that reindeer! Sing those carols! Dance those dances! Write those cards! Study for finals! Gag on that eggnog! Spend all that money! See that family! Feel that cold! Read this poem!

"ND Christmas" (Hoosier Noel)

Merry Christmas
Christmas cheer
Gerry's gone
Lou Holtz is here

SMCs and Domers Walk through snow
Santa's coming
Ho Ho Ho

With snow in my socks
Snow in my pants
When it melts
I shout and dance

Cause it's white and cold
And really deep
Remember sun?
If was neat

I had a tan
And real cool shades
Now I'm cold
My tan it fades

Down in Miami
They're all really tan
And it must be neat
To be a 'Canes fan

Your blue real good
They're ranked number four
But also they're classless
They run up that score

And what of Gerry?
What a guy
All he did
Was try and try

Santa caught
To treat him nice
And bring him Johnson's beard
On ice

This issue bugs me
As I cram
For finals
Dead? I probably am

But I'll get up

Christmas is magic
Best of the year
Banish your worries
Banish your fear

Gather your hope
Gather your friends
Laugh away the season
Might never end

I believe in elves
And Santa, too
But flying reindeer
Just won't do

The Observer/Brady Smith
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left in the contest, the Ramblers only trailed by three points, at 42-39.

"I thought we played a terrible first half, but we played decently for the first 10 minutes of the second half," said Loyola head coach Gene Sullivan. A 1983 Notre Dame graduate, "I thought Notre Dame came out a little overconfident in the second half and we were able to score several points in a row.

"We were embarrassed a little bit today, but we showed ourselves from being humiliated.""Pheps also felt his Irish let down after the intermission.

"In the first half, we did a good job with our intensity and we said, "We battled them, and we were able to do what we wanted against them. We executed well offensively.

"But we came out with no concentration in the second half. It had the opposite effect. They took it to us. We didn't do our defense and we didn't work on the boards. And we weren't hitting our shots.

"In fact, we only scored about 35 percent in the second half, but after the intermission, we were able to slowly stretch the lead.

Pheps called a timeout with 13:17 left in the game, and Notre Dame quickly turned things around. The Irish went to a 5-2 matchup zone, which led to a high point spurt that pushed the lead back up to 49-39.

"We went to the zone after the timeout," said Pheps. "I thought (Jim Dolan) Irish would help in there. And we changed the offense, and I was a little bit cocky. I thought that opened some things up.

"It was Dolan who, despite going scoreless, made what can be considered the most important play of the game. On Loyola's first trip down the floor after the timeout, he knocked the ball off Ramblers' guard Carl G打动 as it was going out of bounds.

That led to a Donald Royal three-point play on the other end, and the Irish were on their way to a 57-49 victory.

"That's just a schoolboy play," said Dolan. "I guess I was just in the right place at the right time again.

"Dolan's just has great instincts, you know," said Pheps. "He's capable of doing the best around the floor. I was happy we decided to play, Hicks and Price (5-5 shooting on the day) also played very well.

Sullivan agreed the Irish defensive changes contributed to his team's victory.

"They went to the zone after the timeout," he said, "and we were ready for it. We fell apart for a while and where's that we couldn't do anything. It was a good tactical change." After the eight-point run, the Ramblers were never able to close the gap to less than seven points and a parade to the hole led the Irish move the lead out to the final margin.

Perhaps the biggest surprise of the game was the shooting of Loyola's guard. The senior guard came into the game averaging 17 points per game, but he shot 2-15 from the field and finished with only six points.

After the eight-point run, the Ramblers were never able to close the gap to less than seven points and a parade to the hole led the Irish move the lead out to the final margin.

"I took it as a real challenge to guarding G打动," said Rivers. "He's a very good defender, I was concentrating out there, because I wanted to do well both on offense and defense. I was able to do very well today, because I felt the Indiana game was a real embarrassment to the team." Pheps praised Rivers and the other Ramblers for their defensive intensity.

"Rivers played excellent defense against G打动, as did the others," he said. "I didn't take it very well when we lost," he admitted. "It was David's best defensive game so far this year." Pheps was pleased with Loyola's ability to find new looks when it was needed.

The Irish take on Oregon tonight in the ACC then take a break for finals before a Dec. 21 game against Valparaiso.

"I can't wait to get finals over with and get the kids back after Christmas break," said Pheps. "That's when the real fun begins."
Ducks

continued from page 16

time when we really needed it. Now, the roles are reversed, they've made the long trip. I'm sure they'll be excited coming in here to Notre Dame to play. Don does a great job with his team and his program. I think they're going to have a fine year; they're off to a great start.

"Even though their starting guards (Taylor and Osbourne) are sophomores, they play like seniors. They have great confidence and they play hard. Both of them have been Oregon's main offensive threats in the early going this year. That'll be a great challenge for David (Rivers) and Scotty (Hicks), to show what they can do defensively against some pretty good guards."

The 5-1 Irish have a good chance to land win number four, as long as they can put together a few timely spurts behind Rivers, capture the momentum, avoid embarrassing shooting slumps (such as the one to start the second half with Loyola), and avoid costly turnovers and mistakes.

Once again Phelps will look to Rivers and Ken Barlow to shine. Also in key roles for the Irish will be Donald Royal, a regular crowd pleaser with the always inspirational dunk, and freshman Mark Stevenson, who played a solid game against Loyola over the weekend in his first starting assignment.

Jay Miller of the Boston Bruins (left) and Chris Nilan of the Montreal Canadiens square off in a fight during the first period of Thursday's night contest at the Boston Garden. The Bruins skated to a 3-3 tie with the Buffalo Sabres in last night's NHL game.

Hockey

continued from page 16

co-captain Dave Waldblidig tied the score on assists from Rich Sobilo and Roy Bemiss at 18:49.

Sobilo teamed with Bemiss and Hanson for the game winner at 1:53 of the final period when he stuck Hanson's rebounded shot past Charger goaltender Chris Parsons. Chapman added an empty-net goal for insurance with 17 seconds left in the game. Smith was happy with the win, but less satisfied with his squad's play.
"I don't mean to be negative," commented Smith, "but we didn't play our best tonight. It's nice to win when we don't play as well, but we were lax in coming out of our zone in our passing and in our defensive coverage. I'd like to think that tomorrow we'll play more consistently and do better."

For the first period and a half, the Irish looked like they would make their coach a prophet. The Irish built what appeared to be a commanding 8-0 lead before withstanding a Charger rally to win, 10-7. The 17 total goals were the most in one game since the Irish beat Western Michigan, 10-8, in February, 1982.

John Nickodemus, Sobilo and Waldlidge each scored twice for the Irish. Bob Bilton added a goal and two assists, and Lance Patten chipped in three assists for his first points of the season. Mike Finn led the Chargers with a hat trick and O'Connor scored had a pair of goals and assists.

Despite seeing the 8-goal lead evaporate, Coach Smith was pleased with Saturday's performance.

"When you get a lead like that," noted Smith, "the tendency is to start thinking about scoring and forget about coming back to play defense. Our defensemen stood up when they shouldn't have, and our forwards got in too tight and couldn't get back in time. With that lead, you start getting lackadaisical and make silly mistakes.

"I was very pleased with the play we got from Nickodemus and (late Fill-in Bob) Herber," Smith continued. "They both gave us a shot in the arm. Overall, our passing was 110 percent better tonight. We did a much better job getting the puck out of our ice. They weren't able to control us inside our own zone.

"After two weeks off for finals, the Irish travel to upstate New York where they will compete in the Syracuse Invitational on the 27th and 28th of December and play two with SUNY-Plattsburgh on the 30th and 31st. The next home date is January 17 for the first of two games with Michigan-Dearborn.

Santa Claus is coming to town

(Do him a favor and give him a tax)

Tan- Hawaiian
Sun Tanning Salon

J.M.S. Plaza
4609 Grape Road
Mishawaka
277-7026

Intro Pkg. Spec.
$21.95

(Gift Certificate Available)

Thanks to you... it works... for ALL OF US

Rocco's Hair Styling

531 N. Michigan St.
Phone 233-4957
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One of four possibilities

Faust considering Youngstown St.

Associated Press

YOUNGSTOWN, Ohio - Former Notre Dame football coach Gerry Faust said Youngstown State University is one of four schools he is considering for his next coaching job, according to a school official.

University Athletic Director Joe Malmsur told the Youngstown Vindicator in an interview published yesterday that Faust was impressed with the school's athletic facilities and its potential as a winning football team.

Faust flew from South Bend, and met with Malmsur for several hours at the campus Saturday.

Faust did not say what Youngstown would have to offer him to accept the job and the job was not offered, Malmsur told the Vindicator.

Youngstown State is one of four schools Faust was seriously considering, Malmsur told the newspaper.

Faust returned two weeks ago after five years as head coach of the Irish. His teams were 50-26-1.

Youngstown State competes in Division I-AA and hopes to move up to Division I.

Youngstown State Coach Bill Narduzzi was fired this fall after 11 years as head coach. The team was 5-6 this year.

Malmsur said Faust was impressed with the new Stambaugh Stadium, which seats 16,000 and includes training facilities. Faust called the Youngstown area "the greatest recruiting area in the country," Malmsur told the Vindicator.

Faust has been mentioned as a candidate for head coaching jobs at Memphis State and Mississippi State.

He said at the time of his resignation Nov. 26 that he expected to have a major college head coaching job within two weeks.

"We were delighted by his visit," Malmsur said. "He seemed very comfortable. The fact that Gerry Faust took the time to come here is a fact that says a great deal about our coaching job." Faust could not be reached by The Associated Press on Sunday.

Faust pointed out that Notre Dame has a strong alumni group in the Youngstown area and spoke glowingly of the Edward J. DeBartolo family. DeBartolo is a major shopping mall developer. His son, Edward J. DeBartolo Jr., owns the San Francisco 49ers of the National Football League.

Malmsur said the job cannot be offered until a deadline ends for advertising the post under affirmative action guidelines.

Other coaches expected to be interviewed for the Youngstown post include Bob Contrasino, a former University of Iowa coach and a Youngstown native, new coaching at Canton Glen Oak High School; and Booker Brooks, a former aide to Coach Joe Paterno at Penn State.
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We're number one?

New head football coach Lou Holtz makes a point to the Notre Dame student body Saturday afternoon in the ACC. Holtz received a rousing ovation when he was introduced to the Irish fans at halftime of the Notre Dame-K ysylas basketball game.

Career - Industry Presentation

The E. S. J. Gallo Winery invites you to a

...
Senior forward Joseph Price, shown here taking a shot in Saturday's win over Loyola, joined with classmates Jim Dolan to give the Irish some much-needed experience against the Ramblers. Nick Schwantz has more on the contributions of Price and Dolan in this story at right.

---

**Price, Dolan proved their worth**

By NICK SCHWANTZ
Sports Writer

It was a couple of veteran reserves Joseph Price and Jim Dolan - who keyed Notre Dame's up-and-down victory over Loyola Saturday. One did it by leading the team to scoring the other without even scoring a point.

These two seniors have each started many games for the Irish during their first three years, but so far this season their roles have involved coming off the bench. And while they both have struggled somewhat this year, they each rebounded from poor performances in the loss to Indiana to provide the needed defense and experience to hold back the Loyola comeback effort.

Price poured in 13 points to tie for the team lead with Donald Royal. His nine points is the first half, including seven in the last three minutes, helped the Irish build an 18-point lead going into the halftime intermission. With five minutes to play in the second half he connected two straight jumpers to help the Irish keep a nine-point lead.

Dolan, on the other hand, did not put the ball in the hoop, but still provided the spark that woke up the Irish in the second half. He had four rebounds, two steals, and a blocked shot, but more importantly he guided the team's zone defense that slowed down the Loyola offense and turned the game around.

With 12 minutes to play Loyola had cut the Irish halftime lead to three by scoring 15 straight points and holding Notre Dame scoreless on 0-8 shooting. Irish head coach Digger Phelps called a timeout at that point and inserted Dolan to spearhead the new zone defense. The 6-8 senior made his presence felt immediately.

The Ramblers had the ball and were looking to cut the deficit to one point. Then Royal ripped away a Loyola pass inside and Dolan leaped to the ball in time to throw it off the leg of Loyola's Carl Golin in a typical playground maneuver. The crowd went crazy, and the fired-up Irish promptly took the ball downcourt and Royal converted a three-point play to end the scoring droughts.

**Jim Dolan**

Phelps gave up on his two veterans, and was very satisfied with the way they responded during the Loyola comeback.

"I was disappointed with the seniors in Bloomington," Phelps said, "but I was pleased with their performance today."

"We went to a zone defense and also changed our offense (during the time out). We were able to swing the ball to the weakest to Price and those two baskets were what broke the game open."

"We thought Dolan's experience in the zone would neutralize their offense, and he was the key defensively for us."

In coming off the bench both seniors have seen less playing time and, at moments, have performed at a level less than expected.

Dolan played 19 minutes in the game, including 15 in the crucial second half, which was far more than the 11 he had been averaging before the contest. In the previous three games he averaged only one point and two rebounds, including a six-minute, no-point, no-rebound performance against Indiana.

Price also saw 19 minutes of action against the Ramblers, which was slightly higher than the 16 he had been averaging. His 15 points far exceeded the average of 5.5, which included a poor 1-7 minute, four-point game against the Hoosiers.

Phelps said after the game he had never lost confidence in his seniors, and added that every player is not going to have a great game each time. Dolan and Price responded to Phelps' show of confidence by playing intelligent games and doing things they were not unnoticed by the fans.

"Price provided the team with consistent outside shooting, as he converted on all of his attempts. In addition, he grabbed five rebounds and helped lead the Irish defense that held the Ramblers to 58 points, 15 below their season average.

Dolan's line in the box score wasn't very impressive, but he was always in the right place to make a key play. His save off of Golson's long lift the team and fans, while two of his rebounds came late in the game as the Irish stretched their vulnerable nine-point lead to 13 by the end of regulation.

Phelps commented after the game that these two players, especially Dolan, play the type of game that often goes unrecognized.

"We try to always do the things that show up in the box score, but if intelligence were in the box you'd be leading the country," Phelps explained. "He's very intelligent from the floor up. He runs our defense, and is always talking and calling out the slides."

Dolan and Price, along with Ken Barlow and Tim Kempton, provide the key young Irish team with needed experience and players who can come off the bench and get right into the game.

"On the bench you just have to be ready to roll on and who you're playing against," Dolan explained. "You have to watch so when you go in you'll know how to stop them. It helps because coming off the bench you can see what works and what hasn't."

---

**Oriental Express Restaurant**

Chinese, Vietnamese & American Food

8230 University Commons, Just West of University Park Mall on State Route 23, North to Kroger

*Full dining room coupon only*

---

**Banking...**

**ON CAMPUS AT SAINT MARY'S**

1st Source Bank's office, located at Saint Mary's College in Haggard College Center, offers free checking to Saint Mary's and Notre Dame students and faculty.

In addition, this office brings you the convenience of 24 hr. banking locations to serve you!

**Banking Hours - Monday through Friday**

Mon. thru Thurs. - 11:30 a.m. - 3:30 p.m.
Friday - 11:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.

Join Michiana's 1st Team for unsurpassed banking service!
Women's swim team 2nd in Relays, settles for split in triangular meet

By KATHLEEN MCKERNAN
Sports Writer

The Notre Dame women's swim team opened its season this weekend with a second place finish in the Notre Dame Invitational Relays Friday, and earned a split in the triangular meet with Cleveland State and Ball State yesterday.

Saint Mary's also competed in the Notre Dame Relays Friday, finishing second overall with a total of 56 points.

While the Irish dominated over Cleveland State, 223.34 to 46.5, they lost a close contest to Ball State, 71-69.

"You tend to pay more attention to the meet that's closer," Irish head coach Tim Welsh said, speaking of the two-point loss to Ball State. "Notre Dame won, however, its record at 1-1 at the Rolfs Aquatic Center yesterday.

"We had a lot of fast swims," Welsh noted. "And the makings of a really good relay team.

Sophomore Amy Darlington had an especially successful day yesterday. She won the 200-yard freestyle with a time of 1:59.75 and the 100-yard, with a time of 53.45 seconds.

She came in second overall in the 500-yard freestyle, swimming the event in 5:27.23.

Darlington also anchored Notre Dame's come-from-behind win in the 800-yard freestyle relay. "Her performances were certainly noteworthy," Welsh said of Darlington's swims.

Co-captain Venette Choihio, who swam in Notre Dame's first-place finish in the meet's opening 200-yard medley relay, also contributed "some key points," according to Welsh.

In addition, Choihio won the 100-yard butterfly (1:11.36) and came in second in the 200-yard (2:35.47) with what Welsh called some "excellent times for the first meet."

Sophomore sprinter Tracy Johnson also swam well yesterday. In the 50-yard freestyle event, she came in second to Ball State's Angie Pearson by only two one-hundredths of a second.

Friday afternoon, the Irish came in second to Wisconsin-Milwaukee at the Notre Dame Relays. After nine events, both teams had 122 points, so the contest came down to the final 400-yard freestyle relay.

"It made the meet extremely exciting," Coach Welsh said with amazing objectivity of the meet's closeness.

To win the meet, the Irish team of Anne Goretti, Jean Browne, Barbara Byrne, and Amy Darlington had to win that final event. Wisconsin, however, pulled ahead to defeat Notre Dame by less than a second, 3:50.71 to 3:51.44 in that event and in the entire meet, 140-136.

One important aspect of the relay for the future of the team lies in the fact that all the swimmers who practice with the team were able to get a chance in the water during the meet. "We spread people around," Welsh explained.

That opportunity for some experimentation should help the Irish team in the season in preparing for other competition.

This Thursday, Notre Dame travels to Bowling Green for its first of six road meets before the end of the year's returning some experiments, and he is really interested in them," the Irish head coach said.

In the first of the final two events, the team of Coffey, Bernard Niehaus, Jensen, and Koselka recaptured the lead for Notre Dame by winning the 200-yard medley relay. But Wisconsin-Milwaukee finished second, cutting the lead to only two points.

But in the final race, Wisconsin-Milwaukee won the 400-yard freestyle relay with relative ease, to give the Panthers a final score of 122. Notre Dame placed fourth in this race, and finished with a score of 124.

Yesterday Notre Dame hosted a strong Cleveland State team. The final score was Cleveland State 68.5, Notre Dame 66.5.

"Based upon last year's returning swimmers and their overall strength, we really didn't expect beat them," noted Welsh.

The next meet for the team is Thursday at Bowling Green.

Men's team enjoys exciting opener

By PETE GEGEN
Sports Writer

The Notre Dame men's swim team opened its season with a weekend of competition at the Rolfs Aquatic Center. On Friday the Irish placed second in the 21st Annual Notre Dame Invitational Relays, and on Saturday they dropped a meet to Cleveland State.

To celebrate the inaugural meet at Rolfs, swim team alumni from across the nation attended the meet. The hype, combined with the enthusiasm of the swimmers, resulted in a strong showing by the Irish.

"It was a very exciting opening meet," said Head Coach Tim Welsh.

"The team really swam well." With the adrenaline flowing, the Irish 200-yard freestyle relay team of John Koselka, Dennis Petrillo, Tom Froman, and Mark Jenison won the opening event. Then the team of Eric Bohdan, John Coffey, Rogelio Miro, and Mike Roberts took the 200-yard butterfly.

In the next event, Blaise Harding, Bill Schmitz, Chris Green, and Jim Dowd won the 800-yard freestyle relay. At this point, the Irish had built a two-point lead.

However, in the following race, Notre Dame was disqualified in the 200-yard butterfly relay for jumping the gun.

"We made one key mistake, the disqualification," said Welsh. "But I would rather have it now than at the end of the season."

Wisconsin-Milwaukee took the lead with two relays remaining. At this point it was clearly a two-team battle.

In the first of the final two events, the team of Coffey, Bernard Niehaus, Jensen, and Koselka recaptured the lead for Notre Dame by winning the 200-yard medley relay. But Wisconsin-Milwaukee finished second, cutting the lead to only two points.

But in the final race, Wisconsin-Milwaukee won the 400-yard freestyle relay with relative ease, to give the Panthers a final score of 122. Notre Dame placed fourth in this race, and finished with a score of 124.

Yesterday Notre Dame hosted a strong Cleveland State team. The final score was Cleveland State 68.5, Notre Dame 66.5.

"Based upon last year's returning swimmers and their overall strength, we really didn't expect beat them," noted Welsh.

The next meet for the team is Thursday at Bowling Green.

Contact lensSALE

DAILY WEAR SOFT CONTACT LENSES
Clear Daily Wear Spherical Contact Lenses.

$39.98*"
The Daily Crossword

ACROSS
6. Shearer of old films
7. Silkworm’s home
8. Sault-Saumur
9. Paved area
10. Prima
11. Ballerina
12. Send off
13. Fae
14. Air, fax
15. Part of a door
16. Merchants
17. Harlequin
18. “What?”
19. Lymra
20. Author Hermann
21. J. Edgar Hoover
22. Biographer
23. Lisa
24. A turn
25. Dupont
26. Bush
27. Castle feature
28. Cowboy
29. Spin
30. Adjunct
31. Osophagus
32. Bring about
33. Cloth piece
34. Page
35. Turbans

DOWN
1. Best fit
2. Macaw
3. Skeptically
4. Miles
5. Vigoda of TV
6. Love god
7. Overturn
8. Cowboy
9. Sprit
10. Arrow poison
11. Fossilized
12. Onion ring
13. Gentlemen
14. Bring about
15. Right-handed
16. Cloth piece
17. Routine
18. Paul
19. Page
20. Birds
21. Joints
22. Adjuncts
23. Spin
24. Sprit
25. Arrow poison
26. Fossilized
27. Onion ring
28. Gentlemen
29. Bring about
30. Right-handed
31. Cloth piece
32. Page
33. Turbans
34. Paul
35. Joints
36. Adjuncts
37. Spin
38. Sprit
39. Arrow poison
40. Fossilized
41. Onion ring
42. Gentlemen
43. Bring about
44. Right-handed
45. Cloth piece
46. Page
47. Turbans

Friday’s Solution

Campus

+9:30 A.M. TO 4:30 P.M. - Annual UNICEF Christmas Card Sale.
+4:45 TO 6:45 P.M. - OBDU Acme Night.
+6 P.M. - Slides and optional Chinese dinner, Chinese cuisine and rural economy, Dr. Diane Murray, Notre Dame, International Students..." featuring by Foreign Study Program.
+7 AND 9:30 P.M. Movie, King Lear, Engineering auditorium, Sponsored by Shakespeare Club.
+7 - 9 P.M. - Art opening, "Come and See," Charles Bell, BUSB gallery.
+7 - 8:30 P.M. - Dog book pictures, Junior art class, sponsored by Junior Class.
+7:30 P.M. - Worship service, Log Chapel, sponsored by Amnesty International.
+10 P.M. - Prayer for peace, Grotto, sponsored by Pax Christi.

Dinner Menus

Notre Dame
- roast top round of beef
- creamed chicken over cornbread
- spinach quiche
- baked cheese and tomato pita

Saint Mary’s
- brautwurst
- veal madeline
- beef pot pie
- spinach crepes

TV Tonight

6:00 P.M. 16 NewCenter 16
7:00 P.M. 16 NBC Nightly News
7:00 P.M. 16 ABC Evening News
7:30 P.M. 16 MASH
8:00 P.M. 16 TV Bloopers and Bloopers
8:00 P.M. 16 CBS Special Movie: “Alice” in Wonderland
8:30 P.M. 16 “Next Year’s” Amazing Story
9:00 P.M. 16 Hallmark Hall of Fame: “Love is Never Silent”
10:00 P.M. 16 NBC News Tonight
2:00 A.M. 22 Nightwatch

What Cavanaugh Hunk is 20 Today?

Happy Birthday!
Irish defeat Loyola, face Oregon at home tonight

Price, Royal net 13; ND lifts mark to 3-1

By ERIC SCHEUERMANN
Associated Press Sports Editor

It wasn’t pretty, but Notre Dame’s 71-58 basketball win over the Loyola Ramblers in the ACC was still a big win in the eyes of Irish head coach Digger Phelps.

"To play so poorly and still get the victory is very important," said Freshman forward John Calipari after this game of distractions now with finals coming up and everything,”

Junior Donald Royal and senior Joseph Price led the Irish with 13 points, while Junior center Andre Moore led the Ramblers with 19 points.

It was a game in which the Irish controlled the first half, jumping out to a 42-24 lead at halftime on 68 percent shooting from the field, despite committing 12 turnovers with some sloppy ball handling.

Mark Stevenson, a 6-5 freshman, started at guard for the Irish and helped out in the first half barrage with six points (on 2 of 4 shooting) and three rebounds. Although appearing tentative at times, Stevenson seemed more comfortable than he had in previous games.

"I was pretty pleased with myself today," he said. "I felt a lot of pressure these first few games, but today I felt better as far as that’s concerned. I felt pretty good out there. I think I’m fitting into the team better.”

Forward Ken Barlow and guard Joseph Price each scored nine points to lead the Irish in the first half, and David Rivers collected eight assists, pleasing the crowd with several fast break passes.

But the biggest crowd pleaser of the day came when new Irish head basketball coach Lou Holtz appeared to give a show speech at halftime, drawing a prolonged standing ovation. And as the second half began, most Notre Dame fans assumed the game was well in hand.

In Eugene, the Ducks were 3-2.

"That was a big win for us out there two years ago," recalls Head Coach Digger Phelps. "It came at a big cost for Notre Dame."

The Notre Dame hockey team is starting to become a comfortably host. With this weekend’s 5-3 and 10-7 sweep of Alabama-Huntsville, the Irish ran their home record to 5-1-1. More importantly by going 5-2-1 in their last 8 games, the Irish have upped their overall mark to 7-8-0.

"We’ve played better than average, with more consistency since the Lake Forest series," said Notre Dame head coach Jeff Smith after Saturday’s victory, the team’s first in its last 3 games. "We played better in the specialty areas. Tonight we scored a couple skating goals so it shows up. The players are learning more about us, and we’re learning more about them. Each week we’re settling in more.”

Hockey team continues its solid play at home

By DENNIS CORRIGAN
Sports Writer

The Notre Dame hockey team is starting to become a comfortably host. With this weekend’s 5-3 and 10-7 sweep of Alabama-Huntsville, the Irish ran their home record to 5-1. More importantly by going 5-2-1 in their last 8 games, the Irish have upped their overall mark to 7-8-0.

"We’ve played better than average, with more consistency since the Lake Forest series," said Notre Dame head coach Jeff Smith after Saturday’s victory, the team’s first in its last 3 games. "We played better in the specialty areas. Tonight we scored a couple skating goals so it shows up. The players are learning more about us, and we’re learning more about them. Each week we’re settling in more.”

Hockey team continues its solid play at home

By DENNIS CORRIGAN
Sports Writer

The Notre Dame hockey team is starting to become a comfortably host. With this weekend’s 5-3 and 10-7 sweep of Alabama-Huntsville, the Irish ran their home record to 5-1-1. More importantly by going 5-2-1 in their last 8 games, the Irish have upped their overall mark to 7-8-0.

"We’ve played better than average, with more consistency since the Lake Forest series," said Notre Dame head coach Jeff Smith after Saturday’s victory, the team’s first in its last 3 games. "We played better in the specialty areas. Tonight we scored a couple skating goals so it shows up. The players are learning more about us, and we’re learning more about them. Each week we’re settling in more.”

Friday night’s game saw the Irish fall behind to the Chargers, 3-1, midway through the second period before rallying to the 5-3 victory.

Brent Chapman got the Irish on the board first when he put a slapshot into the top of the net off of a drop pass from Tim Reilly. Chapman’s ninth goal of the season came at 2:21 of the first period. It looked like the Irish would take the 1-0 lead into the first intermission, but Irish senior Brian O’Connor tied the score with 2:26 remaining in the period.

"I’ve been the watchword for the Irish all year long," said Chapman. "We’ve been the watchword for the Irish all year long."